Dolly, Polly and other 'ollys': likely impact of cloning technology on biomedical uses of livestock.
The idea of generating transgenic livestock which secrete into their milk large quantities of proteins for therapeutic use, was pioneered in the late 1980s with the disclosure of the production of a number of transgenic sheep. One particular animal, a sheep called Tracy, produced milk where over 50% of the protein consisted of human alpha 1 anti-trypsin. Sheep-derived protein has now entered clinical trials for cystic fibrosis (UK, USA) and congenital emphysema (UK). There are many other examples where this technology is making inroads into more traditional ways of making biopharmaceuticals. However, although robust, this technology has several limitations, including an inability to allow targeted insertion/modification of the animal genome, long timelines to production flocks/herds, and the rather unpredictable expression levels seen when different transgenic founders are compared. We believe that there is now a technical solution to all of these problems. Dolly is a high profile example of a new technology comprising the generation of identical animals from cultured somatic cells. This work has many implications. In the commercial context, the real benefits of this advance will be seen when genetically engineered somatic cells are shown to be suitable nuclear donors, and particularly when the manipulations are targeted to pre-determined sites in the host cell genome. The first objective has now been achieved with the birth of Polly, a cloned sheep which contains the human gene encoding Factor IX, a protein involved in preventing haemophilia.